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Introduction
Irony utterance is a non-literal style of language 
in which speakers can convey implied meanings 
with the intention of mocking or insinuating the 

interlocutor. In Japanese, irony is known as 
hiniku. Because it is often spoken in an indirect 

form, it is not uncommon for irony to cause 
misunderstandings in communication 

activities. When the irony utterance is expressed 
in cross-cultural communication, 

understanding the irony utterance creates 
obstacles for foreign language learners. 

According to Ellis, Zhu, Shintani and Roever
(2021), foreign language learners tend to assess 
irony utterance as something difficult because 

irony utterance is expressed in ways and 
situations that are pragmatically different from 

the learner's culture.

Besides causing misunderstandings, irony 
utterance often violates the principle of 

politeness. According to Leech (in Arifita, 
2018), irony utterance often violates the 

principle of politeness because it aims to 
mock, insinuate, and threaten the 

interlocutor indirectly through an attitude 
that seems polite. According to Leech's (1983) 

politeness principle, there are six maxims 
that can be violated when a speaker 

expresses an ironic utterance, namely: tact 
maxim, generosity maxim, approbation 

maxim, modesty maxim, agreement maxim, 
and sympathy maxim.
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Method
This study used contrastive analysis method with qualitative approach.

Data source: The characters dialog in 8 Japanese movies and 9 Indonesian movies.

Indonesian Movies:
Stip dan Pensil (2017), Dear Nathan (2017), Dear Nathan 2: Hello Salma (2018), Melodylan (2019), Terlalu
Tampan (2019), After Met You (2019), Mariposa (2020), Dignitate (2020), Geez & Ann (2021).

Japanese Movies:
Orange (2015), Your Lie in April (2016), Re-life (2017), One Week Friend (2017), Closest Love to Heaven (2017),
Run! T High School Basketball Club (2018), One in A Hundred Thousand (2020), Switched (2018).

Data Classification: Hiniku’s classification theory by Okamoto (2007). In this theory, irony
utterance are classified into 2 categories, namely: Reversal category and Non Reversal
Category.

Data Analysis: The maxim violation in Politeness Principle by Leech (1983).
Politeness maxim→ sympathy maxim, tact maxim, generosity maxim, approbation
maxim, modesty maxim, agreement maxim.



Findings and Discussion

The Table of Violation Maxim in Indonesian                         
and Japanese Irony Utterance

No. Politeness Maxim 
Category

Number of Violation

Japanese Indonesian

1. Sympathy Maxim 49 66

2. Approbation 
Maxim

35 85

3. Agreement Maxim 33 68

4. Tact Maxim 6 6

5. Modesty Maxim 2 9

6. Generosity Maxim 2 -

Total 126 234

Japanese Irony Utterance
▪ The number of maxim violence: 126 utterances.
▪ The most violation of maxim was found in 

sympathy maxim (49). 
▪ The least violation of maxim were found in 

modesty maxim (2) and generosity maxim (2).

Indonesian Irony Utterance
▪ The number of maxim violence: 234 utterances.
▪ The most violation of maxim was found in

approbation maxim (85).
▪ The least violation of maxim was found in tact

maxim (6).
▪ There is no violation of generosity maxim in

Indonesian irony utterance.



Findings and Discussion
Violation of Sympathy Maxim in Irony Utterance : occurs when the speaker increases his antipathy for
the interlocutors, and reduces his sympathy for the interlocutors. 

Japanese (FJ/111/POL)

[This utterance was said by Kanon towards Kanade. In that
context, Kanade previously said that Kanon was the woman who
was destined for him. However, from Kanon's perspective,
Kanade's speech doesn't make any sense]

Kanon: Ohana batake ni sunde irun desune, Otoko no mousou
wo oshitsukeru no yamete moraemasuka?
Kanon : You live in a flower garden, don’t you? Can you stop
forcing male fantasies on me?
the speech partner, and reduces his sympathy for the 
speech partner.Indonesian (FI/60/TT)

[Those words were said by Rere to Kulin. In that context, Rere saw
Kulin about to jump from the roof of the building. Instead of
forbidding Kulin, who seemed hesitant to jump, Rere advised Kulin
to jump down immediately]

Rere: Lompat mah lompat aja mas! Kenapa nggak jadi? Takut
ya?

These utterances shows that both speakers maximize their
antipathy towards the interlocutors. In the first utterance,
the antipathy is shown when the speaker mocks the
interlocutor by referring to him as someone who lives in a
flower garden. Even though it looks positive, it refers to an
imaginary world. In other words, speakers have the
assumption that the interlocutor is someone who fantasizes
too much. Meanwhile, in the second utterance, the feeling of
antipathy is shown when the speaker gives an insinuation
to the interlocutors to immediately jump from the rooftop.
The antipathy shown by the two speakers in the irony
utterance indicates violation of the maxim of sympathy



Findings and Discussion
Similarities and Differences in Irony Utterance According to the Violation of Politeness Maxim

No. Politeness Maxim 
Category

Number of Violation

Japanese Indonesian

1. Sympathy Maxim 49 66

2. Approbation 
Maxim

35 85

3. Agreement Maxim 33 68

4. Tact Maxim 6 6

5. Modesty Maxim 2 9

6. Generosity Maxim 2 -

Total 126 234

Differences in Japanese and Indonesian Irony Utterance:

❑ In the Japanese irony utterance the most frequently found is the
violation of the sympathy maxim. On the other hand, in the
Indonesian irony utterance the most frequently found is the
violation of approbation maxim.

❑ Violation of generosity maxim was found in Japanese irony
utterance, while in Indonesian it was not found.

Similarities in Japanese and Indonesian Irony Utterance:
❑ Violations of the sympathy maxim, approbation maxim, the

agreement maxim, tact maxim, and the modesty maxim were
found in the irony utterance in both languages.

Eventhough both languages have high context cultures, Indonesian
speakers have a more direct, explicit and expressive
communication style compared to Japanese speakers (Nickolas,
2021). This matter makes Indonesian speakers do not hesitate to
criticize and minimize praise to the interlocutor in conveying irony.



Conclusion
Based on the results of data analysis, it can be concluded that there are similarities and differences
in irony speech in Japanese and Indonesian. The similarities of irony utterance in Japanese and
Indonesian are: there are violations of the sympathy maxim, the approbation maxim, the
agreement maxim, the tact maxim, and the modesty maxim in the utterance of irony in both
languages. On the other hand, there are 2 differences in irony speech in Japanese and Indonesian
in terms of violations of politeness maxims: First, in Japanese irony utterance, the most common
violation of the maxim is a violation of the sympathy maxim, while in the irony utterance in
Indonesian it is a violation of approbation maxim. Second, in the utterances of irony in Japanese, a
violation of the maxim of generosity was found, while in Indonesian it was not found.…
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